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Abstract 
The basis of this study project was to design a hybrid board game using tangible and digital 
components in order to incorporate sustainability challenges through collaborative play in classrooms. 
Sustainability is covered in classrooms independently by specific disciplines that many times focus 
only on problems related directly to these disciplines. The isolated approach of the three pillars: 
economy, environment, and social equity results in biased thinking and narrow solutions. Learning 
critical thinking, reasoning and multifaceted problem-solving through game-play can bring us closer to 
a collaborative multidisciplinary approach that is necessary for the discovery of sustainability conflicts. 
We propose a playable game for students between age 9 – 12, and through the demonstration of the 
design process and theme considerations, we introduce a set of guidelines for future games aiming 
sustainability and other topics. The completed game design contains mechanics that challenges the 
users to balance equity, economy, and environment. The players learn that a sustainable community 
takes good care of all its capital, natural, human, and social in addition to its built capital, to continually 
improve the quality of life. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Games engage students with diverse backgrounds, skills, and interests, therefore they provide an 
excellent platform to communicate important issues through carefully designed themes and narrative 
elements [1]. Based on our study of narrative methods, and play we defined seven stages in which the 
player’s attention is transformed. 

1. Awareness: The player understands the risk or danger, what is at stake. 
2. Need for change: The player identifies the element that needs mastering in order to progress. 
3. Commitment: The player creates a plan. 
4. Experimentation: The player takes risks. 
5. Failures: The player learns from failures. 
6. Dedication: This is the climax of the play and it requires experience and learning. 
7. Solution: The player draws the conclusion from losses and success. 

Sedentary board games allow a shared haptic experience bringing back the face to face 
communication and spontaneous interaction through body language. Our design presents a collection 
of physical components of various form, shape, color, and texture. A digital application serves as an 
extension delivering challenges and content that can be dynamically updated by the educator. 
Sustainability education was selected as the subject because it requires complex, and multifaceted 
problem-solving, therefore students can learn through the gamification itself. Designing a game for a 
given age group narrowed the scope and focused the design on thematically appropriate elements. 
The design was executed by a group of art and design students during a studio course in game 
creation. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
The design process (Fig. 1) starts with a conceptual phase in which information is collected and ideas 
are presented followed by verbal discussions and creative brainstorming. The collected information 
contains pedagogical literature about the target age group in connection with sustainability. The 
following three questions were asked: 

• How do 9-12 year olds learn? 
• What are 9-12-year-olds interested in? 
• What kind of entertainment is targeted to this age group, especially games? 
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Figure 1 Game design process 

We filtered and proposed the following areas that appeared important for the game design: 
− Physical 

o They are very active, with a lot of energy. 
− Social 

o They follow rules out of respect for authority. 
o They enjoy code languages and passwords. 
o They prefer to work in groups in cooperative activities. 
o They approach solving problems with a negotiating style. 

− Emotional 
o They are developing decision-making skills. 
o They are beginning to question authority. 

− Intellectual 
o Their academic abilities vary greatly. 
o They have an increased attention span, but many have interests which change rapidly. 
o They are learning to use good judgment. 
o They judge ideas in absolutes, right or wrong not much tolerance for middle ground [2]. 

The next stage involved understanding sustainability from the perspective of the target age group. It 
was concluded that the idea of a sustainable community appears to be the most effective way to 
communicate the subject by a game. 

“A sustainable community takes good care of all its capital, natural, human, and social in addition to its 
built capital, in order to continually improve the quality of life of all its inhabitants. To invest capital is to 
manage it in a way that improves its value, so that the capital provides benefits now and in the future. 
When you invest monetary capital, you earn interest so the value of that capital grows [3].” 

In a sustainable community equity, environment and economy need to be in balance. 

“Equity: In the context of sustainability, the term equity has to do with fairness - whether all people 
have similar rights, opportunities and access to all forms of community capital. 

Environment: the natural world in which a community inhabits  

Economy: the way that goods and services are produced, distributed, and consumed [3].” 
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The conceptual phase is followed by a rough prototype (Fig. 2), iterations of the rules, and testing the 
flow of the game. This is the most important part of the process in which we need to make decisions 
related to the artistic, mechanics and overall design directions. 

 
Figure 2 Prototype 

3 RESULTS 
Synopsis of the game: 

“In a near-distant future, a team of stellar kids set out on a journey of epic proportions to travel through 
space and time to discover a new planet that could support the growing population. After a journey full 
of challenges and adventures, you find Planet Mizbee.  

It is the perfect planet, full of new exotic resources that could sustain the colony. After navigating 
through the rings surrounding the planet, you and your team exit your spaceships with so much 
excitement at the sight of your new home! Then all of a sudden, a huge beautiful figure comes up out 
of the ground, and introduces herself as the Mother nature of Planet Mizbee.  

She welcomes you with open arms to her planet but warns you of the challenges that lie ahead.  

It is your task to create a colony that is sustainable. 

You must learn how to balance your equity, economy, and environment so that your colony thrives on 
Planet Mizbee in harmony with mother nature.” 

It was important to us to establish an engaging back story that also helps in the development of a 
strong visual theme. Bright colors and curved shapes were used to create a friendly environment for 
the players (Fig. 3 & 4). 
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Figure 3 Game pieces 

 
Figure 4 Board design 

The objective of the game is to create a sustainable community on the Planet Mizbee by reaching the 
top of the board, earning points, and taking chances and making decisions. 

Everyone starts the game with a rocket ship, and 5 equity, 5 environment, and 5 economy points, on 
the black hole space on the lowest level.  

Roll the die to determine who goes first. 

The first player rolls the die to determine how many spaces to move. 

If you land on a blank space, nothing happens and your turn ends. 

Opportunity Card Space:  

If you land on an opportunity card space, draw an opportunity card (Fig. 5) from the deck and follow 
the instructions on the card.  

If you are able to complete the opportunity card then you can continue. 

If you are unable to complete the opportunity card, because you do not have the points required, then 
you must move back to where you were before you rolled the die and you do not gain or lose any 
points.  
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Figure 5 Opportunity Card 

Spinner Card Space:  

If you pass or land on a spinner space then you spin the spinner (Fig. 6) to gain the amount and type 
of point indicated by the spinner.  

When you go to level 2 multiply the spinner amount by 2. 

When you go to level 3 multiply the spinner amount by 3. 

 
Figure 6 Spinner 

Black Hole Card Space:  

At the end of each level there is a natural disaster space that all players must stop at before continuing 
play to the next level. On the app (Fig. 7) choose the disaster button for the appropriate level and 
answer the question provided. 

If you solve the problem then you may move forward 1 space onto the next level.     

If you do not have sufficient points to solve the problem then you must move back 7 spaces, and 
attempt the disaster space again once before advancing to the next level.  

     
Figure 7 App 
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To Win:  

The game is over once all of the players have completed the disaster spaces and have reached 
sustainability at the top of the board (Fig. 8). The first player to finish is rewarded with an additional 10 
of each type of points. The winner is the player who finished with the highest total amount of points. 

 
Figure 8 Winning 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Plant Mizbee (Fig. 9) is a hybrid board game designed to teach the importance of sustainability to 
students between the ages of 9 and 12. The game allows for 2 to 6 players and has an average 
playtime of 45 to 80 minutes. Players must overcome question-based obstacles that demonstrate how 
to balance the economic, environmental, and social equity needs of the planet. Players are able to see 
how well they are balancing these three categories by earning and losing points throughout the game. 
Using the point system, players gain an understanding of how to balance these three categories and 
then use that gained knowledge to get through Natural Disaster spaces at the end of each level. 
Natural Disaster spaces are presented through a tablet-based application that allows players to 
advance to the next level and eventually complete the game. Overall, Planet Mizbee functions as a 
way for players to use problem-solving and critical thinking to construct their own comprehension of 
sustainability, while additionally being engaged in a competitive and collaborative activity. 

 
Figure 9 Complete game 
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